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This essay examines three shrines, dated to the second century AD, which are located at Ras el-Soda and Luxor in Egypt and at Gortyn on Crete, with regard to their architectural plans and sculptural programs together with aspects of the Iseum at Pompeii and passages from Apuleius. Its objectives are (1) to suggest the possible origins of their architectural plans, (2) to describe the function of the cult praxis in terms of those plans, and (3) to test the validity of the hypothesis positing the existence of an archetypal cult statue of Isis with an inquiry into the nature of her cork screw or so-called "Libyan locks" and her knotted costume. The discussion ends with an analysis of the "Reception of Io" from the Iseum at Pompeii in order to consider whether an interpretatio aegyptiaca or interpretatio graeca is warranted when regarding images modernly identified as depictions of Isis with demonstrable pharaonic antecedents.
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1 I refer the reader to the essay by F. Naerebout in this volume for details about this temple. cise architectural plan of Shrine B at Gortyn, but it is, nevertheless, evident that the façade of the sanctuary proper was, likewise, tetrastyle. 3 Tetrastyle as well is the plan of the Iseum at Pompeii. 4 One could argue that the tetrastyle plan of these four shrines mitigates in favor of accepting Michael Sabottka's proposed reconstruction for a temple of Serapis at Alexandria as a prostyle, tetrastyle building, 5 the plan of which may very well have served as the model for that of the shrines under discussion. 6 This tetrastyle design is fundamentally different from that of some of the pharaonic birth houses, or mammisis, of the Egyptian Late Period as comparisons with the plans of those at Armant, Dendera, Edfu, and Kom Ombo demonstrate. 7 In fact, the architectural plan of these shrines under discussion is fundamentally Greek. It is, therefore, significant to note in this regard that the Greek architectural practice of corner contraction, whereby the central intercolumniation of the façade is wider than the narrower intercolumniation on the left and right hand sides, is present in the placement of the second and third columns at both Ras el-Soda and at Luxor, and that this feature is likewise present in the design of the tetrastyle plan of the Iseum in Pompeii.
The shrine at Luxor was provided with a lateral entrance 8 as was the Iseum at Pompeii. Whether there was lateral access at Ras el-Soda
